
 
 
September   7,   2016 
 

 

Jerry   Brown Dave   Jones Libby   Schaaf 
State   Capitol   Bldg 300   Capitol   Mall,   23rd   Fl. 1   Frank   H   Ogawa   Plaza 
Sacramento,   CA   95814 Sacramento,   CA   95814 Oakland,   CA   94612 

 
 
 
Dear   Governor   Brown,   Commissioner   Jones,   Mayor   Schaaf: 
 
Small   business   owners   in   Oakland,   along   with   peers   in   certain   other   California   cities,   are   on   the   forefront   of 
a   wave   of   increasing   wages   and   other   costs   which   together   put   the   future   of   our   businesses   in   jeopardy. 
This   is   creating   problems   in   several   areas,   some   of   which   are   dictated   by   state   law   or   agencies.      Workers 
Compensation   Insurance   is   one   which   needs   immediate   attention. 
 
Workers   compensation   is   a   significant   cost   for   restaurants,   accounting   for   tens   of   thousands   of   dollars   in 
annual   expense   for   a   medium-sized   operation.      There   are   several   structural   problems   which   are   creating 
disproportionate   increases   in   cities   like   ours,   many   of   which   are   related   to   rapidly   increasing   wages: 

Minimum   wage   increases   are   creating   unfair   increases   in   premiums 
with   no   increase   in   risk 

As   minimum   wage   increases,   restaurant   workers   (who   are   heavily   tip-compensated)   are   getting   significant 
raises.      The   average   cost   for   our   employees   in   2016   is   15%-30%   more   than   in   2014.      Workers   comp   risk   hasn’t 
increased   for   those   workers,   but   today,   we’re   paying   decidedly   more   than   we   were   for   the   same   insurance. 

Regional   rating   means   that   higher-wage   cities   are   subsidizing 
premiums   for   neighboring   lower-wage   cities 

Since   minimum   wages   vary   widely   between   cities,   and   since   workers   comp   rates   are   generally   set   by 
region,   here   in   Oakland   we   are   effectively   subsidizing   the   risk   for   surrounding   cities   with   lower   wage 
structures.      Employees   doing   the   same   work   with   the   same   risk   exposure   in   San   Leandro   are   insured   for 
significantly   less   premium.      This   isn’t   fair   to   higher-wage-paying   employers. 

Settling   of   fraudulent   claims   penalizes   employers   unfairly 

Many   of   us   have   experienced   workers   compensation   claims   which   were   settled   without   merit   -   we’ve   seen 
claimants   and   their   unscrupulous   attorneys   claim   injury   where   there   was   none,   claim   inability   to   work 
when   the   claimants   have   been   observed   to   be   able-bodied   and   working,   and   have   seen   claims   expand   to 
include   wage   and   other   employment   disputes,   again   without   merit,   solely   to   create   more   leverage   for 
settlement.      The   decision   to   settle   these   claims   is   made   by   our   insurers,   in   the   interest   of   closing   the   claim 
as   quickly   as   possible.      But   we   pay   the   penalty   in   the   form   of   greatly   increased   rates   and   inability   to   take 
our   business   to   another   company   if   we’re   unhappy. 



We’re   looking   forward   to   establishing   a   dialog   about   how   to   address   some   of   these   structural   problems   to 
help   protect   our   own   small   businesses   and   continue   to   support   small   entrepreneurship   as   the   important 
social   value   we   believe   it   is. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

A   Cote   .   A   la   Mar   .   Actual   Cafe   .   Adesso 
Awaken   Cafe   .   Bar   Cesar   .   Bar   Dogwood   .   Beauty’s   Bagel   Shop 

Blue   Heron   Catering   .   Boot   and   Shoe   Service   .   Brundo   .   Cafe   Colucci 
Caffe   817   .   Caffe   Trieste   .   Calavera Chop   Bar   .   Clove   and   Hoof 

Commonwealth   Cafe/Pub Contraband   Coffee   .   Desco  
Dona   Tomas   .   Donut   Farm   .   Dopo Duende   .   Farley’s   East   .   Fauna 
Fist   of   Flour   Pizza   .   Flora  Grand   Lake   Kitchen  
Gregoire      .   Haddon   Hill   Cafe Home   of   Chicken   &   Waffles 

Homestead   .   Hopscotch   .   Juhu   Beach   Club   .   Kronnerburger 
Leaning   Tower   of   Pizza   .   Liba   Falafel   .   Lovabowl   .   Luka’s   Taproom   .   Lungomare 

Make   Westing   .   Modern   Coffee   .   NIDO   .   Oliveto   .   Penrose   .   Pepple’s   Donuts 
Pizzaiolo   .   Tay   Ho   Restaurant   .   The   Cook   &   Her   Farmer   .   The   Good   Hop   .   The   Ramen   Shop 

The   Trappist   .   TrueBurger   .   Victory   Burger   .   Xolo 
 


